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Discussion questions
1. If Henry David Thoreau were to read Five Thousand Days Like
This One, what would he have to say about the Brox family
and the history of the Merrimack Valley since he last saw it?
2. The Yankee image of New England is characterized by its
insularity—a region where people of one mindset and lifestyle
do all they can to keep others away. And, yet, Brox makes
clear that the Merrimack Valley, since the late 19th century,
has been defined by its remarkable diversity. Discuss the
origins of this diversity and what impact it has had and is
having on life in the area.
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Toward the end of Jane Brox’s meditative account of her
family’s history in the Merrimack Valley of Massachusetts,
between the cities of Lowell and Lawrence, the author pauses
to reflect on how her parents’ and grandparents’ way of
life is rapidly disappearing:
“By the time my father planted his last orchard in the 1980s,
apple growing in Middlesex County had diminished to little
more than a thousand acres of orchards spread across
seventy-four farms. In 1992, eight hundred and nineteen acres
remained. Fifty-three farms. And they—tucked in among
spreading suburbs and industrial complexes—are without
context in the county or in the eastern part of Massachusetts.
In tough weather—a droughty midsummer, say—when
growers wonder how the apples will ever size up, they listen
for news of rain in the beach and boating forecast, the rush
hour weather, and weekend weather.”
The lack of context Brox describes in this passage drives
the elegiac tone of her memoir. Change is the great destroyer
of context, and as Brox recounts the history of the Merrimack
Valley, change is the only constant. And, yet, though her
subject is the inevitable destruction of context in our lives, her
words create the very thing she laments losing. Her book is a
kind of message in a bottle, tossed into churning seas against
the tide but with the hope that it will somehow reach a distant
shore, bringing a sense of the past to those stuck in the present.
Family histories often begin with death—it’s the catalyst
to look backward—and Brox’s story is no different. When
John Brox’s health began to fail in 1994, he wanted to tell his
daughter what he felt she needed to know to take over the
family farm: “This is where I keep the receipts, this is where
I keep the outstanding bills.” It wasn’t enough, though.
Brox felt compelled to learn more, not only about the farm and
the apples her father grew on it but also about the land
and the valley and the people who had lived there.

She knew she wouldn’t find out much from the new
generation of farmers in the area, who were raising llamas,
not apples, and running Halloween hayrides to generate cash.
Even the name of the occupation was changing, from farming
to “agro-entertainment” or “agro-tourism.”
Brox’s search for context begins, inevitably, with Henry
David Thoreau, whose A Week on the Concord and Merrimack
Rivers was written in 1839, “on the cusp of the Industrial
Revolution.” Throughout her book, Brox juxtaposes Thoreau’s
words describing the valley as he found it on his week-long boat
trip against its appearance at various points after that time.
The changes are overwhelming, of course, beginning with the
damming of the Pawtucket River and the growth of the textile
industry in Lowell and Lawrence, which brought thousands of
immigrants to the area (including Brox’s Lebanese grandparents).
But Thoreau finds plenty to bemoan even in 1839. Change,
Brox reminds us, is constant, and while 1839 might look pristine
to our eyes, it was a long way from Eden, especially to one
as sensitive to the onrush of civilization as Thoreau.
Thoreau’s comments function as a kind of Greek chorus
throughout the book, as Brox takes us from era to era
in a region that seems like a kind of mythic battleground in
which the forces of change engage in a perpetual attack.
One of the more resounding salvos in that attack came with
the advent of the textile industry in the late 19th and early
20th centuries. With the opening of the textile mills, Lawrence,
Massachusetts, became “immigrant city”:
“For miles red brick textile mills lined the banks of the
canals on the Merrimack River, and they contained so many
looms and spindles that workers came to the city from
Canada and all the countries of Europe and the Middle East
to tend them. Within the central district you could hear
forty-five—some say fifty or sixty—different languages and
dialects spoken by dyers, cutters, spinners and weavers,
by men who fixed the looms and rigged the warps, and
women who felt along the yardage for slubs. Their children
hauled coils of soft silver and breathed in air that was
white with cloth dust. Always cloth dust, falling constant
as high mountain flurries.”
It was to this world of cloth dust that Brox’s grandparents
came from what was then Syria, in the Ottoman Empire, and
it was from it that they escaped to a farm only five miles away
from the mills. Drawing on first-person accounts from textile
workers of many nationalities, Brox re-creates life in the

“immigrant city,” bringing to the task both a richness of detail
and a remarkable degree of emotional involvement. In perhaps
the most moving chapter of the book, she describes with
striking intimacy the influenza attack of 1918, during which
thousands died, made vulnerable to the germs by the unsanitary
conditions in which they were forced to live. But it is the
details that bring the horror to life: “And all the carpenters—
whether they had formerly spent their days roughing out
tenements or carving details into table legs—had turned to
making pine boxes. Their sawing, and the sound of bright nails
driving into soft wood, could be heard long into the night.
Even so, coffins remained scarce and expensive.”
“God knows how they ever got the money together,”
Brox’s father once said, marveling at how his parents
managed their escape from the mills. It was a dairy farm in the
beginning, but John Brox abandoned his father’s cows for
apples, a more manageable product, he believed. In the last
chapters of her book, his daughter describes with palpable
melancholy what she calls the “twilight of the apple grower.”
Even apples change, Brox tells us: “Apple varieties, like
anything else, have their years, and Baldwins—along with
Greenings, Russets, Winesaps, Sheep Nose, Ben Davis,
Astrakhans—drift now on the edge of sleep.” That sentence
seems merely descriptive out of context, but in the midst of
Brox’s book, it hits with you all the ineffable sadness of
Matthew Arnold’s poem “Dover Beach.” Baldwins, it turns
out, grow on trees that are too big for today’s commercial
orchards, which have lost land to housing and must rely on
dwarf trees that bear more quickly and are easier to pick.
So the spicy, juicy, hard-to-manage Baldwin becomes yet
another rugged individualist lost to the winds of change.
Those winds blow at gale force throughout Brox’s story,
but somehow, amid the melancholy, there is also resilience.
Toward the end of the book, Brox describes agonizing over
which seeds to plant for the coming year. Stick with Lady Bell
peppers, her father’s favorite, or branch out into Jalapenos?
To change seems disloyal, another kind of death, until she
remembers the white clover, which has begun to sprout in
fields where New England woods have been clear-cut:
“They say the plants are from seeds that may have been lying
dormant for a century.” It’s a comforting thought: “However
much of the story disintegrates, won’t some part survive in
shards and remnants? Aren’t there other dormancies—lying
in wait among white clover—which light alone won’t rise?”
There are, and if light won’t make them rise, words
sometimes will.

